You will LOVE the comfort and
relaxation of a well-designed bath.
Details matter. When you’re investing

in a jetted bathtub, comfort is key to a
good bathing experience. HydroMassage
offers you the following comfort features,
which are not available in most other
manufacturer’s models.
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1. Deep Enough Hot Water Level

What good is a hot bath when the water
level only reaches your belly? You get cold
quickly. Our baths allow the hot water to
cover your upper chest and shoulders.
You stay warm and comfortable!
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2. Armrests Perfectly Placed

Competitors without Comfort Package
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With HydroMassage Comfort Package*

Many baths don’t offer armrests. Your arms
are either cramped inside the tub, or resting
on the lip of the tub, which is too high and
creates tension in your neck and shoulders.
Flat armrests aren’t much better. Our baths
have ergonomically designed armrests
that allow your elbows to be down and
your hands up, releasing tension in your
neck and shoulders.

3. Relaxing Back Reclined Position

Your bathtub should feel like a recliner
chair. Some baths force you to sit almost
straight up, which is not comfortable.
Our baths have a sloped back from 115
– 130 degrees, which lets you lay back
comfortably.

4. Room to Stretch Out

Baths that don’t allow your legs to
stretch out make you feel cramped and
uncomfortable. Our baths give you the
space to stretch out and straighten your
legs, for comfort and options to move
around more.

“We have owned several jetted products in the past so
this is not our first rodeo. The flexibility to purchase a tub
that fits the person and offers the features to the user’s
needs were the criteria that won our search.
It’s the first time I ever had a tub that fits me!”
*Comfort Package available on most models. Different models may include different comfort features – verify before purchase.

